### SPECIFICATIONS

#### ENGINE TYPE
- **DIESEL**
  - Manual: 110 kW (150 PS) @ 3,400 rpm
  - Automatic: 122 kW (166 PS) @ 5,200 rpm
- **PETROL**
  - Manual: 140 - 2,600 rpm
  - Automatic: 343 Nm @ 1,400 - 2,800 rpm

#### SEATING CAPACITY
- 7 / 8 SEATER

#### DISPLACEMENT
- 2,393 cm³ (cc)

#### DRIVE MODES
- ECO & POWER MODE

#### MAX. OUTPUT
- **DIESEL**: 110 kW (150 PS) @ 3,400 rpm
- **PETROL**: 122 kW (166 PS) @ 5,200 rpm

#### MAX. TORQUE
- **DIESEL**: 343 Nm @ 1,400 - 2,800 rpm
- **PETROL**: 245 Nm @ 4,000 rpm

#### TRANSMISSION
- 5 SPEED MANUAL

#### TYRES
- 205 / 65 R16 WITH ALLOY WHEELS

#### EXTERIOR
- **RADIATOR GRILLE**: NEW DESIGN BLACK & SILVER
- **HEADLAMP**: AUTO LEADER PROJECTOR, HALOGEN WITH LED CLEARANCE LAMP
- **OUTSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR**: BODY COLOURED, ELECTRIC ADJUST & RETRACT WELCOME LIGHTS WITH SIDE TURN INDICATORS

#### INTERIOR
- **STEPS & MISSION DISPLAY (MID)**
  - DOT TYPE MID WITH DRIVE INFORMATION (FUEL CONSUMPTION, CRUISING RANGE, AVERAGE SPEED, ELAPSED TIME, ECO DRIVE INDICATOR & ECO SCORE), OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE, AUDIO DISPLAY, PHONE CALLER DISPLAY, WARNING MESSAGE
  - TFT MID WITH DRIVE INFORMATION, OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE, AUDIO DISPLAY, PHONE CALLER DISPLAY, WARNING MESSAGE, SHIFT POSITION INDICATOR

#### SEATS, COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
- **AIR CONDITIONER**: MANUAL CONTROL (FRONT & REAR)
- **FRONT SEAT**: SEPARATE SEATS WITH SLIDE & RECLINE, DRIVER SEAT HEIGHT ADJUST
- **SEAT COVER MATERIAL**: BLACK FABRIC
- **AUDIO**: 8.0 DISPLAY AUDIO, CAPACITIVE TOUCH SCREEN, BLUETOOTH

#### SAFETY & SECURITY
- **SRS AIRBAG**: DRIVER, FRONT PASSENGER & DRIVER KNEE AIRBAGS (3 UNITS)
- **ABS WITH EBD & BA**: √
- **VEHICLE STABILITY CONTROL**: √
- **MOUNT START ASSIST CONTROL**: √
- **PROOF & REAR CLEARANCE SENSOR WITH MID INDICATION**: REAR ONLY

#### EXTERIOR COLORS
- **Sparkling Black Crystal Shine**
- **Avant-garde Bronze White Pearl Crystal Shine**
- **Silver**
- **Super White**

---

**Note:** *Grade G & G Plus are made to order. For the detailed specification sheet please refer brochure. - Diesel variants only. - Petrol, Embroidery and body color only on Diesel variants only. - For more details on the functioning of Airbags please refer to the owner’s manual.

**Available only in VX and above models.**

**Available in VX & above models.**

**Not available in Taxi Variant.**

**Spare wheel material is Steel & Spare Tyre size is 205/65 R16.**